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Richmond Lawyers Directory - Tax laws and the rules that govern them are quite complex and intricate. To be able to help guide
our clients the development of tax plan, we present our clients with valued and informed suggestion. Our company provides a
variety of services like for instance litigation, tax planning and counsel. Our lawyers are affordable and efficient and would give
excellent recommendation and services.
Our base of clients is somewhat varied, from the multi-million large dollar corporations within the industries of finance, forestry,
manufacturing, and mining or to smaller business consisting of start-ups, pension funds, trusts, and individual estates. We even
provide support to charitable foundations. We have offices in Canada, the United States and Asia.
Our knowledge in specific business cases as in the case of international taxation and in commodity tax, is renowned within the
business. We consult with both estate lawyers and within our trust in order to give the most expert and up to the moment advice
about employee benefits, estate planning, pensions, offshore trusts and charitable giving. Our company is normally called upon to
give opinions and suggestion concerning the laws governing international and local taxation. We likewise focus in securities, real
estate transactions, and the structuring and closing of corporate accounts.
Another big portion of our firm is committed to the litigation sector. Our lawyers could represent clients in all levels of court but are
likewise skilled at negotiating outside of the court process. Tax disputes, specifically those cases about the the North American
Free Trade Agreement, industry subsidies, provincial sales tax, goods and services tax and cross-border taxation, are another
one of our firms specialties. Clients may rely on our firm to be able to write proposals to the federal and provincial finance and
revenue ministries in search of legislative amendments.

